EJTA Teachers’ conference

Paris, October 26 2016
TEAM:

- Rik Van Welden
  - Training coordinator Journalism
  - Rik.Vanwelden@arteveldehs.be

- Lotte Vermeulen (Dr.)
  - Senior researcher
  - Lotte.Vermeulen@arteveldehs.be

- Annelore Deprez (Dr.)
  - Senior researcher
  - Annelore.Deprez@arteveldehs.be
Role AHS in the Factbar.EU-project

- PLACE IN THE CURRICULUM
  
  - Ba1 & Ba2
    - Crossmedia projects -> sources and data analysis
    - SelfLAB online -> portfolio and expertise
    - Inclusion in the course ‘data processing’

  - Ba3
    - Journalism practice
    - Follow-up course ‘data processing’: ‘data journalism’
Role AHS in the Factbar.EU-project

- ROLE STUDENTS

  - Cooperating with students from other Belgian partners to set up a fact checking website

  - Training of students by media professionals, specifically focussing on fact checking

  - Fact check the local elections in 2018
Role AHS in the Factbar.EU-project

- ROLE NATIONAL POLITICS
  - Local elections in 2018
  - Testing fact checking methodology in a jointly research project with the other Belgian partners
Role AHS in the Factbar.EU-project

- OWN ROLE AND COOPERATION EJTA-MEMBERS
  - Development and testing of the methodology
  - Submission PWO-proposal (to get some extra finances in order to implement the fact checking platform in courses & to distribute to interesting stakeholders)

- Intention:
  - To build a research network with the other Belgian partners
  - To develop an open online source together with the other Belgian partners
  - To network in order to build relations with (for the project) interesting experts/ national media representatives
  - Dessimination of the project results in Flanders
  - Being part of the operational team
Questions?